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About This Game

The St Christopher's School Lockdown is a subversive, irreverent point-and-click adventure set in a prestigious British institute.
St. Christopher's School has been seized by its student body. Roughly two hundred teenagers (and even one primary schooler)

have taken their own campus by storm, staging a lock-in protest against severe new financial rulings. Barricaded within the
building and facing pressure from the police, the government and the media, the young St Christopher's crusaders are going to

find out how quickly things can go from bad to worse.

The first episode follows Kayleigh, an outsider to St Chris. Due to delicate circumstances involving debt and blackmail, she
finds herself seeking refuge within the school. However, she soon comes to realize that she may have been better off outside.

-- A plot inspired by very current and ongoing political events
-- Hand-drawn characters and moody environments in a comic book art style

-- Classical point-and-click adventure game puzzles and minigames
-- Optional side quests and achievements

-- An in-world collectible voodoo doll trading game, featuring a stat-based battle system
-- Roughly eight hours of gameplay

-- Voices on key cut scenes
-- A strikingly original soundtrack by Markus Zierhofer

Please, send any bug reports, technical issues or help requests to us over at st.christophershelp@gmail.com!
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I liked this game for the old school point & click adventure-ness of it all. The story kept my interest and had quite a few twists
and turns to it. I did think the end was tiny bit rushed. When I get that much of a twist, I would have liked a bit more time to
process. Also - don\u2019t want to give spoilers, but you aren\u2019t playing a hero here. Your character is a not so great
person who does not so great things.

Game time is estimated in the description at 8 hours. Don\u2019t see who finishes their 1st run in that time if they explore
everything and don\u2019t use a walkthrough. It took me about 19 hrs and most of the reviews here so far I see are at 15+ hrs.
Play time is definitely worth the price.

The most challenging part of the game for me was in the adventuring of \u2018how do I solve the story
goals\/predicaments.\u2019 One I particularly liked was being locked in a group of 3 rooms. The devs load up your inventory
with about 30 items \u2013 making it difficult to toss inventory items at the problem! They also gave you 3 ways of getting out
of the rooms so you get to take your pick. The in-game puzzles I thought were creative and very doable.

Manual saves! I like those but loading them got glitchy for me mid-game. The first save slot always loaded so I developed a
workaround. I saved game progress in whatever slots I wanted, but when I was opening the game, I loaded the first save slot and
then went back to the main menu and loaded my most current save to avoid being kicked out with an error message. This was a
fun and creative point & click that was worth dealing with it.
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